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The Highest Resolution Outdoor DIP Type LED display  

8mm DIP Real Pixel LED Display 

 

 

 Super high resolution of 15625 pixels/㎡. It is so far the smallest pixel pitch by DIP type LED lamp. 

 High brightness over 7500 nits, compared to SMD3535 or SMD5050 type outdoor small pixel pitch(less than 

10mm), it is much more bright and clear. 

 DIP type LED lamp, no need to worry water-proof problem, suitable for any weather conditions. 

 Close viewing distance, 8mm DIP type LED display can have a super close viewing distance near 6m, suitable 

for LED displays which need close viewing distance. 

 Can be used to make small size LED displays which are used to display videos. 

 Can be used both indoor and outdoor, one display can meet all your applications. 

 

Features 
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LED Module Overview 

 

256*128mm LED module by high end PCB, Driver IC and LED lamp 

P8 P10 LED Display Comparison 

 

The left one is P8 LED display, and the right one is P10 LED display. 

P8 LED lamp is smaller and with higher pixel density, with clearer video and image 

display quality. 
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The left one is P8 DIP and the right one is P10 DIP 

 

The left one is P8 DIP and the right one is P10 DIP 

From the images we can clearly see the differences between P8 and P10 DIP LED display. 

Because of such features, P8 DIP is widely used for high end outdoor/indoor event rental 

and advertising, It can be made into truck display, rental display and advertising 

displays. With stunning display quality and cost-effective solutions, this design has 

much market potential; it will be the next generation high resolution outdoor LED 

display which is used to replace SMD3535 or SMD5050 type outdoor displays. 

For AV rental company this will be a revolution, because such pixel pitch can be used 

both indoor and outdoor, with high brightness and refresh rate, the brightness can 

be lowered to use it indoor, and will not lose gray scale. 
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Available Cabinet Design 

 

Rental type cabinet with hanging components     fixed installation for advertising 

  

Front opening type cabinet               Truck mounted type LED display 

 

Ticker type cabinet 

Other type cabinets such as curved cabinet, round cabinet, right-angle cabinet structure 

are all available. 
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Front opening cabinet with light box 

 

Street sign with front opening and bottom wheel design 
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Installation Method 

Wall mounted type installation  

Double high post installation 

 
Roof mounted installation               Single high post installation 
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Control System Configuration for Control Distance Less Than 100m 

 

 
For control distance less than 100m, common CAT5 cable will work fine. 

 

 

Sending card multifunction card 

CAT5 cable 
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For control distance over 100m or somewhere wired internet connection is not available,

use the following control method 

Remarks: This way can also be used for group control and broadcasting. Especially for

the high post installation display which is installed besides the high way or far away

from the control center
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PITCH 8MM DIP OUTDOOR FULL COLOR LED Display 

Technical specification 

 Model Number PH8 

Cabinet type According to the project 

Application Outdoor/indoor use, AV rental 

Pixel configuration DIP236 1R1G1B, Oval led lamp,  Real pixels 

Pixel pitch 8.00mm 

Resolution per standard cabinet W128 x h 96pixels 

Standard cabinet dimension Width: 1024mm, Height:768mm, Depth:130mm 

Module size Width:256mm, Height:128mm 

Pixel resolution per module W 32x h 16pixels 

Pixel density per sq/m 15,625 dots per square meter 

Minimum viewing distance Minimum 6 meters 

Brightness 7,500CD/M2 

Grey scale 4096 steps 

Color Number 68.7194billion 

Display Mode Synchronous with video source 

Data refresh rate ≥500HZ 

Driver IC MBI5024 

LED drive 1/4 scanning, constant current 

Control system type According to the project 

Control software name According to the project 

Viewing angle Vertical 50° Horizontal 110° 

Temperature range -20℃ to +60℃ 

Ambient Humidity 10%-99% 

Service access Rear 

Standard cabinet weight 45Kgs(1.024x0.768m) 

Power Consumption Max: 800 w/sqm; Average : 375w/sqm 

Protection Level Front: IP65  Rear: IP54 

Lifetime to 50% brightness 75,000hr 

LED Failure Rate <0,00001(Led display line standard <0,0001) 

MTBF > 10.000 hours 

Input power cable AC110V to 220V 

Signal input DVI 

Certification CE, ROHS ETL certified 

Warranty 2 Years quality warranty, 10 YEARS SPARE PARTS SUPPORT
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FAQ: 

1) Most companies use SMD type such as SMD5050 or SMD3535 to make pixel pitch less 

than 10mm, so what is the advantage of DIP type 8mm outdoor? 

Answer: DIP type can have better water-proof features.  So far most SMD lamps claim 

to be water-proof, but still they can not have such long time water-proof and stable 

working conditions. That is why you can see many SMD type outdoor LED display has an 

acrylic or glass cover. 

2) Compared to SMD type P8 outdoor, does DIP type have cost advantage? 

Answer: Yes DIP type can have much advantages compared to SMD type. Because 

SMD3535 or SMD5050 price now is still high, and it is not widely accepted by common 

customers. But the market needs such small pixel pitch outdoor ones which can have 

higher resolution and close distance viewing. That is why we developped this DIP type 

outdoor P8/8mm LED display to satisfy such market requirements with acceptable 

price. 

3) Does 8mm DIP type use the same LED lamp as DIP346? 

Answer:  No, we use smaller size DIP type LED lamp, DIP236. compared to DIP346, It is 

smaller, so can make smaller pixel pitch. 

4) Since the pixel density is much higher compared to common P10 outdoor rental, so 

the heat generation much be high, How do you deal with this? 

Answer: Heat generation is a necessary part of our product design. For P8 DIP LED 

display, we use 1/4 scanning mode, and the brightness is 7500 nits. This brightness is 

not too high, but compared to SMD type, it is much higher, because most SMD type 

outdoor displays only can reach 5500 nits around. Also we keep it at 7500 nits around is 

to keep the heat generation at a reasonable level. Plus our excellent heat dissipation 

system, the screen can work fine, Now this 8mm DIP type has also been used for 

outdoor advertising displays which work 24/7. 
 


